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66th World Health Assembly 

 (20 – 28 May 2013) 

Agenda item 12.3 

Proposed programme budget 2014-2015 
 

EU Statement 

 
 

Mister Chairperson, distinguished colleagues. 

 

I am speaking on behalf of the EU and its Member States. 

 

We welcome this revised draft of the Programme Budget and are very pleased to support its 

adoption and we agree with the budget proposal to maintain the same level of AC funding for the 

PB 2014-15 as for the 2012-13 biennium.  

 

We recognise that the proposed PB 2014-15 is a transitional budget that responds to the ongoing 

programmatic and managerial reforms at WHO – a process that the EU has strongly supported from 

the outset. As this is a transitional budget, we recommend enhancing country and regional level 

involvement in the priority setting process for the Programme Budget 2016-17, in order to build on 

programmatic reforms to date. 

 

We fully support the proposal that the WHA approve the PB in its entirety in order to improve 

WHO’s transparency and enhance accountability to governing bodies. This PB will play a key role 

in advancing new approaches to WHO financing and resource mobilisation, and we would 

emphasise the importance of regular and timely financial information on available income and 

remaining funding gaps to support these approaches. 

 

We welcome the proposals on the role of WHO’s governing bodies in the full funding of the  

PB included in document A66/48. As we are approving the PB in its entirety for the first time, we 

think it is helpful to look at the role of governing bodies throughout the financial cycle based on 

existing regular financial reporting. Taking into account the new approaches to WHO financing 

outlined in document A66/48, we would like to suggest an amendment to the draft PB resolution for 
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the consideration of MS that we think will help us assess the results of these new approaches over 

the next two years.  

 

We understand that the PB resolution will be considered later in the day but would like to propose it 

for the consideration of colleagues at this stage in order to give delegations time to consider the 

draft wording. We would suggest amending OP10 of the draft PB resolution as follows: 

 

‘Requests the DG to submit regular reports on the financing and implementation of the budget as 

presented in Doc A66/7 including the outcome of the financing dialogue, the strategic allocation of 

flexible funding and the results of the coordinated resource mobilisation strategy through the EB 

and its PBAC to the WHA for review and endorsement.’ 

 

Finally, we welcome the Secretariat’s recognition of the public health challenge posed by AMR in 

the GPW, and we would request more specific information at outcome and at output level in the 

draft PB, in light of the commitment of Secretariat to measure progress in the coming two years on 

this major health threat.  Thank you. 

 

 


